
Lessons learned from 2019 DIY Alaskan caribou drop camp mountain hunt 

1. The weather is the number one factor in a successful hunt. 

2. There’s not always timber or even trees really in the mountains; parts of your normal camping 

plan that involve hanging things might not work; plan contingencies.  

3. It will rain in Alaska. You MUST seam seal your tent. If your tent is old, consider using a 

water repellent like Camp Dry on your rain fly. When you pitch your tent you MUST keep your 

rainfly off the tent/interior tent liner; if it’s not tight and touching water can wick into your tent. 

4. Ultralight backpack tents can be bad. An ultralight tent saves weight on a fly in hunt, but the 

very best ultralights are expensive. Bigger tents can be better because you can get stuck in 

them due to weather and the more room you have, the better you’ll suffer days in the tent. 

I’ve had a Hilleberg leak bad in Alaska and had to pitch a tarp over it. My Big Sky 

International was bone dry and the only tent that didn’t get damaged when we had gusts over 

30mph. 

5. Consider a separate tent for each member of your party. If you end up stuck in tents for a day 

or two due to inclement weather, sharing a tent can cause problems. Especially if it’s a small 

tent.  

6. Tent poles break in high winds. You’ll need a plan to fix them or replace them. 

7. Tent pegs get pulled out in high winds; bring a few extra and don’t be afraid to pull up a big 

wad of tundra and tie off to that with your guylines. Quite often there’s really not soil, but 

tundra with rock about 10” below it. You won’t be able to get a tent peg into the ground in 

some places. 

8. Mountain House and other freeze-dried meals are better than ramen, preparing meals with 

fresh ingredients or other ideas. You simply boil water and add to the freeze-dried meal, 

there’s no dishes or pots and pans to clean up and it’s simple to do after a long day of 

hunting. Also, if the weather is foul – you can simply boil water and rehydrate the meal. This 

can be very important when you’re waiting out a storm. If you’ve got to physically get out of 

your tent and prepare a normal meal, you might actually go hungry. 



9. Getting a fire started in the mountains, especially the tundra covered rock mountains is 

difficult at best. If your normal plans include fire – have contingency plans. 

10. Be careful with foods that harden in cold weather: Nutella, gummy bears, etc. they make 

eating tough and breaking a tooth in the wilderness is a very bad thing. 

11. Consider bringing some white trash bags. There will be some small spruce trees at least. You 

won’t be able to hang your food to keep bears, wolves or wolverines out of it. But you could 

hang your trash bag. A white trash bag hung 100yds downwind from camp would attract them 

to the bag and not the camp where your food cache is. You can also glass the white bag from 

a long way as you hike back to camp. If the bag is down, you should be on alert heading back 

into camp. It could be down due to wind, but it could also be “Mr. Brown”. 

12. Consider bringing some really big contractor trash bags, the heavy-duty kind. They serve 

multiple purposes, but work great to seal up your meat and then can be easily submerged in 

the cold mountain lakes that are always around to keep the meat good. They of course also 

double as luggage. Allowing you to put a bunch of small gear in them to fly in and fly out. 

What’s in them is also waterproof. Flying in with canvas dufflebags and such is just more 

weight. A contractor bag is multi-purpose and saves a lot of weight when used as luggage. 

13. A range finder that calculates the yardage difference for long angled shots is a good idea. 

14. Caribou stick to the trails they made yesterday, the day before and last year. You’ll find deep 

rutted trails on the flat tundra plateaus between mountain tops. When the trail fizzles out, 

that’s where they spread apart and fed. 

15. There’s always bears around. If you want to hunt a black bear during the days or weeks 

you’re not seeing caribou it can be really fun. Consider buying that extra tag, because you 

can also downgrade it to wolverine or wolf. In some units in Alaska the wolves are so plentiful 

a tag is not required. 

16. Booze for each night is a good idea. A drink or two, no excess, helps knock the edge off and 

get to sleep. 



17. Only need one set of clothes by layers, not multiple sets. Bring multiple extra socks, extra 

underwear and one extra set of next to the skin base layers. Save the rest of your fly-in-

weight for food, coffee, booze, etc. 

18. Thermocells also work great as boot driers. Take the pad out, turn it on, put your boot on its 

side or upside down and put the thermocell in it. When you wake up to pee in the middle of 

the night, put it in the other boot. 

19. Bug nets for your head are key, bring multiples. 

20. If your tent doesn’t have a bug net, you’re wrong. 

21. Bring gun oil and a gun rag; Alaskan wet weather can take its toll quickly on a firearm. Doing 

maintenance passes the time, takes care of your equipment and prevents failures. 

22. Extra baby wipes – nuff said. 

23. There’s often willows and thick brush that prevent an easy climb up the mountain. Consider 

taking your time on the first day and scouting a trail up the mountain that is the least 

encumbered by the willows and brush. If you’ve never had to climb through it – PLEASE take 

my word as gospel here. It’s terrible. It grabs your pack, your rifle and when an errant branch 

whips back into your face it can take out an eye – been there done that. It also makes your 

climb harder and every day your more tired, so don’t be lazy or excited and try to push 

through on the first day. Take your time and find the easiest trail up the mountain. It may 

require lateral movement or even going downhill 50yds. It’s worth it. Also, take your saw and 

a roll of vinyl engineer or marking tape and mark the trail. It will take twice as long to cut and 

mark your trail the first day, but by the end of your hunt it will have saved you hours and 

injury. 

24. The Garmin inReach satellite text device and GPS is a must have. 

25. Solar charger doesn't really work in Alaska due to cloud cover and rain, bring battery back-up 

the Dark Energy Poseidon is hard to beat. 

26. Small ultralight bag chairs from companies like REI are essential, bring the biggest one your 

fly-in-weight will allow. 

27. You always used more 550 cord and duct tape than you think. 



28. Always use a foam sleeping pad under a blow-up pad. An ultralight dry bag with spare 

clothes in it makes a great pillow. 

29. Alaska hunts require stout packs, you need one with a real frame, not a sheet of carbon or 

some ultralight junk.  

30. Buy the sleeping bag one size bigger than you actually need; room to move inside is key. 

31. Alaska let’s you “downgrade” your tag – so you can use a moose tag to kill a black bear, 

wolverine etc. some people actually buy a moose tag because if they see a legal one they 

can kill it, but that same tag can be used on caribou, black bear and on down. Talk to your Air 

Service to make sure they’re okay with you doing this before you do it. 

32. Bring salt in the 1.5lb cylinders for use on bear, wolf or wolverine hides. Every day it’s not 

raining unroll the hide and salt liberally. Also, latex gloves are helpful for this process – more 

is better they don’t weigh much. 

33. Freeze dried coffee weighs nothing, bring more than you think you need and then a little 

more. 

34. Consider the fast-acting sulfur pills to treat your water; put them in the “dirty” bad and let the 

filter remove the color and sulfur taste. The pills that take 4 hours to work are a pain. The 

Platypus 4-liter gravity water filter system is by far the best, have used others and they all 

have problems. 

35. Caribou and moose antlers don’t always fit in a plane. You’re going to have to cape out your 

animal and saw the skull cap out and then in some cases saw the skull cap into two pieces, 

each with an individual antler on it. Make sure you keep a generous amount of the bone on 

each antler to help your taxidermist get the symmetry right. Many Air Services will not take an 

entire head home, like to do a euro mount. Have a plan. If you’ve never caped anything try 

doing your own deer or two of them the year before you do a big hunt like this. 


